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ABSTRACT This review presents and discusses an overview of the superfluous themes on data mining for felon pat-
tern discovery for managing crime free society. When low enforcement agencies are not able to recog-

nize various crimes in easy and faster way due to various problem like manual FIR registering, no centralized database, 
no data sharing among various low enforcement agencies, no mining of data, poor model of police force, No Geo 
graphical data monitoring, No Crime predication, no Milestones and progress report monitoring that’s why felon pat-
tern discovery of crime comes into the picture. Our manual and existing system is working well but if we apply novel 
approach of mining then will get more accurate and faster result. Here we discuss supervised and unsupervised tech-
nique and algorithms for classification, prediction and clustering of crime and criminal activities.

INTRODUCTION 
Crime in the any country growing more dangerous day 
by day. The reason behind these crimes is the increase in 
population, lack of conviction continues to remain abysmal 
and heavy migration from other states. Due to easy avail-
ability of information and technology any destructive activi-
ties are easily performed by criminals. 

All security agencies CBI, FBI and police departments are 
putting their effort very well though ratios of criminal ac-
tivities are increased. Because the deficiencies in the cur-
rent system. 

With the help of modest technology we can reduce the 
loop holes in the system and achieve the facility like On-
line FIR, Novel model of police force, Geo graphical data 
monitoring, Crime predication, Justice also combined with 
the model ,Advocate & cases details, Milestones and pro-
gress report monitoring, Location monitoring. To achieve 
this goal we need to apply data mining concepts classifica-
tion, clustering and prediction algorithms.

In this review article I review the Current police depart-
mental working structure and advance themes of data min-
ing and related algorithms.

THE INDIAN POLICE SYSTEM
By analyzing current Indian police system it forms as per 
the police act of 1861. With the IPC criminal procedures 
and evidence act are new modules implanted but outdat-
ed the police system in India. The duties of police depart-
ments are riot control, Traffic control, uphold routine law & 
order, VIP protection and guard of state assets.

The tree structure is followed in the decision making is 
centralized with a few high ranking police officers. (Ncrb 
official records).

A state is divided into administrative police units. State is 
divided into several zone, ranges and district. Further dis-
trict are separated into sub-divisions, circles and police sta-
tions. The authority for duties are DGP, IGP, and SSP, ASP, 
inspector, SI&ASI and constable. (Committees on police re-
forms, 2005)

No information sharing among various police station and 
no online track of documents and reporting system is of-
fline and poor. No advance technology used anywhere.

LITERATURE REVIEW 
•	 Supervised and unsupervised Learning
Data and knowledge mining is learning from data record-
ed at police station in the form of FIR. This learning from 
criminal data comes into two flavors Supervised learning – 
labels are given and try to learn how to predict them (e.g. 
already existing crime performed like robbery, burglary-
etc.). Or unsupervised learning – labels are not given and 
you try to extract information in general out of your data 
(e.g. new type of crime is performed 1st time like years 
ago there no crime like cybercrime). With the help of this 
methodology prediction classification and cluster analysis 
is possible to detect of criminal data (N chambers et al.-
2009,K-Funkumizu et al.-2004, DL Bean et al.- 2004, S Nair 
et al.-2010,J Gao et al.-2006,Y Kou et al.-2004,B-Fritzke et 
al.-1994,ciro donalek-2011).

•	 Data mining classes for crime
However data mining not only summary of larger datasets 
but actually it is expanding the scope of analytical process-
ing beyond the fetching data from warehouses by utilizing 
advanced techniques for data understanding( Han et al.-
2001).

Many researchers recognized that data mining is a key re-
search topic in both the domains data mining and machine 
learning. By knowledge discovery in databases finding in-
teresting datasets, patterns, relations &relevant informa-
tion and viewing that extracted information with different 
angles there by it is reliable and rich for knowledge gen-
eration and verification. Majority industries like cellular net-
work, all selling product industry are inserted in customer 
pattern analysis so we can say that opportunity of major 
revenue generation (Fayyad et al.-1996, Piatetsky-shapiro 
et al.-1991, Silber schatz et al.-1995).

In the below figure classification and advance themes of 
data mining techniques and algorithms are listed by cat-
egorization.
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Figure 1: Themes of data mining

To analyzed unsupervised crime self-organizing map is 
used only SOM is not efficient to analyze. With this meth-
od nearest neighbor search is used to improve result. 
Socio-economic condition and various criminal attributes 
are studied with the help of scatter counters. The study 
utilize 50 countries data set is taken for analysis. For re-
finement, searching, clustering accuracy uses the scanter 
counter, nearest neighbors & decision tree with SOM for 
comparison of socio-economic factors between countries 
with diversified criminal phenomena. (Xingan Li et al.-
2013).

Why killing crimes are performed if we want to find reason 
behind that then study of 40 cases between 2009 to 2010 
in turkey done by algorithms. In this study identifying the 
habits of peoples who perform the criminal activities. Clus-
tering algorithms detected similar cluster and fitting that 
data into decision tree model we are able to know that 
majority killing crime perform in night & with guns by rela-
tives and mostly from the same family and young people. 
(Fatih OZGUL et al.-2012).

Finding criminal network we need to analyze the activi-
ties performed in that network to do that k-means K-main 
Routes algorithms are useful. By finding shortest path we 
plot the output on geometry object like ellipses to study 
the criminal network and relation between various crime 
related events. (Shashi shekhar et al.-2013).

Data mining business application mapping is done by 
berry and linoff. They listed various data mining tech-
niques for marketing, sales & customer support. Standard 
statics, Genetic algorithms, link analysis, cluster analysis, 
Market basket analysis decision tree, neural network are 
techniques the choice of technique depends on the data 
available for analysis and outcome required. (Berry & Li-
noff-1997).

For supervised and already performed crime can be solve 
by clustering and classification methodology. By using ex-
isting evidence where security agencies are not having any 
clues and witness. Then clustering mechanism used to seg-
ment data Naïve Bayesian classification is applied the it is 
possible to find suspect for crimescene. (Kaumalee Boga-
hawatte et al.-2013). 

CONCLUSIONS
As a result, with the combination of supervised and unsu-
pervised learning methodology crime can be managed in 
a more effective manner. These techniques must be en-
couraged as a part of the improved crime investigation 
technique efforts. This advanced technology is integrated 
with securities agencies give best result and the rate of 
crime is going to be reduced. 

With help of pattern finding we can work it out with the 
finding intelligent patterns which is useful for police de-
partment to take intelligent decisions based on the results. 

To implement an intelligent crime prediction model which 
is useful for the security agencies. Patrons of crime plan 
to forecast the time, number of crimes, places and crime 
types to get precautions. In this report the approach of 
GIS Spatial disaggregation approach for spatio-temporal 
crime prediction model. With the advance of crime fore-
casting, spatial and temporal predictions of crime are used 
to make long and short term planning. In the situation of 
getting accurate predictions, it is possible to manage se-
curity resources efficiently. Police give attention on assign 
resources, stressedregions, target patrols, and convey out 
other police involvements to prevent crime.

Police use strategic, tactical and administrative policies 
that assist to take precautions before an occurrence of a 
criminal activity. To make effective policies and improve 
prevention techniques, police should make use of crimino-
logical theories and crime analysis.
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